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Upon activation, you will find the full-version of the product (either as a downloaded full product or as a Partial Download product) that you can install. You may also find download files which include documentation, license keys and a compressed
installer. For a list of these files, please click here . Once you have activated your Toontrack product, you can download your components individually. The download may ask for your serial number. You should remember this, as you need it to
download each component. If you have purchased a Download version of a Toontrack product, you must have obtained a license serial number in the process. It may have been included in the purchase confirmation email or on your physical

receipt (if purchased in a shop). If this is not the case, you must request one from the party you purchased the product from. Toontrack is the premiere drums and percussion tools company for the world of music. It has brought you full kits for over
30 years that can be used as a full-on drum set or even demo tracks in standalone fashion. The Metal Foundry drums & percussion library offers a fantastic overview of the drums and percussion styles of the 1960s and 70s. It cover classic rock to

1970s prog to the albums of Iron Maiden, Dire Straits and Queensryche! Please note: requires Superior Drummer version 2.3 (or higher) to operate The Roots Bundle is also available as a boxed product Toontrack went to Nashvilles Blackbird Studio
to record the ultimate Jazz library but walked out with something far bigger; drums that transcend the narrow confines of a genre and rather define an era - an age of music spanning from Jazz, Blues to Hip Hop and Rock. Meet the Roots SDX for

Superior Drummer 2.0, likely one of the worlds most comprehensive drum sample libraries ever recorded. Having a massive selection of instruments as well as Blackbird Studios stock of 1400 Microphones, 35 channels of Pultec EQ, 24 channels of
Fairchild compression and hundreds of outboard mic/pre channels including Telefunken, Neve, API, RCA and Chandler at our disposal, the signal chain that the Roots SDX libraries were recorded through would leave even the most seasoned

veterans in utter awe. And as you can hear from the demos, the result isnt only natural, warm and inviting, it has an almost seductive magic to it.
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The Toontrack Metal Foundry drum library is not limited to just drum kits, the included library also contains various instruments, effects and vocal samples for an all-encompassing performance enhancing drum library. Toontrack Superchunk is a compilation of different materials from the
punk/rock music genre. It includes one song from each album and is a good introduction to the Superchunk sound. This is a great alternative to the Neon Dwarf compilation for people who prefer the heavier music. In the case of this library, the pop hits are performed with complementary sounds

in addition to the more common rock drum kit presets. For example, there are over 34 drum kits to choose from, which include a variety of over 1400 Microphones. There are also additional samples including Bass, Guitar, Keyboard, Male and female vocals, strings, horns, vocals, Church choir,
Trombone and many more to provide a diverse set of sounds for you to explore. In addition, if you are a drummer, you can download the entire 17-song collection under the Drum Kit section. In this library, there are many drums with the over 3000 in the New Orleans Brass sample pack. This
library is also a great mix of early morning jazz, and urban guitar layers. There is also a lot of isolation available for each instrument if you need to mix up the kit and the sounds from the Blackbird Microphones, and other API and Neve preamps. And of course, there are many drums to choose

from, and people have been making a lot of use of the drums that came with Toontrack Superior Drummer. When you are looking for a drum kit, this is one of the best drum kits to get with this library. There are lots of different kits to use and we have included a wide variety of kits for you to use.
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